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Summary 

Each klystron of the SIX! accelerator feeds 
four consecutive lo-foot accelerator sections 
through approximately 25 feet of earth shielding. 
The high power waveguide netwark which divides and 
guides the power to the four sections is adjusted 
so that the rf waves traveling withi., the rccele- 
rator sections are, at the end of each section, 
phased within i twL degrees of :n ide$l wa-- tra- 
veling at the velocity of light, 

A modulated reflection technique is used to 
compare the electrical phase length from a single 
input port through the four arms of the network 
during adjustment. The inclusion of the previous- 
ly tuned accelerator sections in the network allows 
the total phase error to be minimized if careful 
control is exercised over the section temperatures. 

The measuring system, the reflection modula- 
tors, and the possible errors involved are dis- 
cussed. 

Introduction 

The SLAC accelerator utilizes a high power 
waveguide network to feed rf energy from each klys- 
tron smplifier through 25 feet of earth shielding 
to four independently fed and terminated lo-foot 
accelerator sections. The design specification is 
that the electrical phase lengths through the four 
arms of the S-band waveguide network (Fig. 1) be 
equalized to within f 2O. 

In operation the rf wave appears to move at 
the velocity of light along the entire machine in 
a single coherent wave. This requires that each 
section have an rf phase velocity equal to c at 
the operating frequency, and that the rf wave 
entering each section be phased correctly with 
respect to the bunched electron beam. Four sec- 
tions are assembled on a forty-foot support module. 
One of the sections and its f!ed arm form part of 
a closed loop phasing system. Thus, the other 
three feed arms must be permanently adjusted with 
respect to the reference arm. To simplify the ad- 
justment, the axial distance between inputs is 
made an integral number of wavelengths (29). There 
are approximately seventy-five feet of S-band wave- 
guide or 150 wavelengths between the klystron and 
the accelerator sections. There are several flange 
Joints which compress a thin copper gasket to ob- 
tain both a vacuum seal and an rf joint. Small 
physical distortions occurring in the components 
of the waveguide network during installation plus 
variations in the joints make it necessary to ad- 
just the phase of the network after installation. 

The physical dimensions of most structures 
whose phase shift is desired are sufficiently 
small so that they may be incorporated in a net- 
work which again has laboratory-sized dimensions. 

*Work supported by U.S. Atomic Energy Commission 

For large networks having many wavelengths between 
input and output, and particularly where the phase 
at a number of output ports must be compared, most - 
of the commonly used methods have drawbacks.2,3 
The difficulties arise primarily from phase changes 
resulting fr,om mczhanical and temperature varia- 
Gions il 'i'le 
cl‘.l'"ed L t 

long parallel transmission lin 
he metho= used by Swarup and Yang E 'f-. mini- 

lllizes tnese problems with the measuring circuit by 
reflecting the test signal back along the branch 
under test. To distinguish the desired signal 
from others which may be returning to the input 
port, the test signal is modulated at the point of 
reflection. Since the test signal traverses the 
device twice, its phase variations will be twice 
that between the input port and the point of re- 
flection. The point of reflection was chosen to 
be at the c2tput of the accelerator sections in 
orr'ar to minimize some of the error act-emulation 
occurr+ng between the tuned waveguide and tuned 
accelerator structure.5 

Principles of Operation 

The principle of phase detection used in this 
system is based on the relationship illustrated in 
Fig. 2. When a small amplitude modulated signai 
(Esc) is added to a large unmodulated signal (EC) 
of the same frequency, the resultant signal will 
exhibit no amplitude modulation at the modulating 
frequency when the carriers of the two are nearly -~ 
in quadrature (# = 2 90"). 

Robertson6 appears first to have used ampli- 
tude modulation in one branch of a phase compari- 
son circuit in order to avoid having to use equal- 
amplitude signals in both arms to obtain a null. 
By using balanced modulators to obtain a double- 
sideband suppressed-carrier signal, he obtained a 
null when the suppressed carrier and unmodulated 
signal were exactly in quadrature. If the carrier 
is completely suppressed, the null occurs at 2 90' 
regardless of the amplitude of the sidebands. 

Shaeffer7 subsequently suggested the use of 
simple amplitude modulation with sufficient atternm- 
tion of the modulated signal. A narrow band audio 
amplifier (VSWR indicator) following a crystal de- 
tector results in adequate sensitivity. 

Following Shaeffer and referring again to 
Fig. 1, the relation between the angle $ and the 
resultant signal (Er) is given by the law of co- 
sines 

(2,x) These articles give very good summaries of 
current approaches to phase measurements. 
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Expanding gives 

HIGHER HARI?\ONIC TERMS 

-2EcEscCos+ -2EcEsc Cos+mC 
CONSTo AMPLiTUDE TERMS ('2) 

The modulation envelope of the resultant is seen to 
'rave no cvmnonent at the fundamental frequ-ncy r 
the modulating waveform when the fundamental com- 
ponent of 

The angie at which a null is obtained versus 
the relative amplitude in decibels of modulated and 
reference waves is shown in Table I. 

TABLE I 

20 log, n(E,&c) Angle # at Null Response 

0 
IO 
20 

z: 

2: 
70 
80 
90 

o.ooO 
71.56’ 
84.26’ 
88.19’ 
89.430 
89.82O 
89.94’ 
89.98O 
89.99’ 
90. oo” 

With the reflected signal down 50 db with 
respect to the carrier, the error is less than 0.29 

With arbitrary modulation and detection the 
waveform obtained from the detection of Er will not 
in general be free of components at wm for fl given 
bji Eq. (4). These components, however, will arise 
from intermodulation between higher harmonic terms 
and consequently will be small in the ordinary case. 

Measurement System 

Basic System and Network 

A diagram of the mesaurement equipment and 
microwave network is shown in Fig. 1. Fig. 3 
shows the early model of the system attached to the 
input port of the wave&de feed network. The sig- 
nal from a stable signal generator is divided by a 
10 db directional coupler, the larger portion con- 
stituting the reference signal (EC) feeding the 
crystal detector via one arm of the magic T. The 
smaller portion passes through a precision phase 
shifter and a window (used to permit evacuation of 
the waveguide and accelerator sections) to the net- 
work input flange, which connects to the high-power 

klystron during accelerator operation. The net- 
works consist primarily of a power divider located 
in the klystron gallery, followed by 40-foot wave- 
guides penetrating the shielding; two additional 
power dividers in the accelerator housing prece- 
ding the four accelerator sections, each of which 
is terminated with a reflection modulator followed 
by a load. The design, adjustment and operation 
of the modulators and modulator switching supply 
is described in detail below. In use, one of the 
mnd~:lators is switched between a reflecting and 
~a-;sf?g r,nd';<an at a 1000 cycle rate while the 
cth:r tl-ree are biased to pass signals to the 
IOhLiS. Ti-c sign,1 whicn enters the input port 
arrives at all the modulators attenuated approxi- 
mately 11 db by having transversed two 3 db divi- 
ders and five db of attenuation in the accelerator 
section. It is then reflected with 1000 cycle 
amplitude modulation from the one modulator which 
is on, and arrives back at the input port with a 
peak value which is down 22 db. This signal re- 
enters the phase measurement apparatus (dotted 
line) and is sampled by a 20 db directional coup- 
ler, --hent:e it reaches the magic T and crystal 
detector where, as Esc, it mixes with the reference 
-ieJlai E-2 is then 52 db dcwn compared with the 
reference EC. From Table I a null will be ob- 
tained when the phase of Esc is within 0.2 degrees 
of quadrature with EC. 

By modulating the reflection from each branch 
in turn, while the other branches are not reflect- 
ing, the calibrated phase shifter can be adjusted 
to maintain a null in amplitude modulation at the 
modulation frequency, at the detector. The differ 
ences in the phase shifter readings give the dif- 
ferences in branch lengths directly. 

The actual adjustment of the phase length is 
done by squeezing the rectangular waveguide ~$11~ 
with a modified C-clamp. A motorized trolley 
that runs along the waveguide and whose position 
and indenting depth may be remotely controlled is 
also being tried. After tuning,a final VSWR 
check is made with adotted line to assure that 
appreciable reflections are not produced by the 
phase length adjustments that are made by mechsni- 
cal deformation of the waveguide walls. 

The signal source is a stabiiized oscillator 
with low residual AM and FM noise. A frequency 
counter continuously monitors the output frequency 
to better than i 1 kc. The VSWR meter serves as 
a 1 kc amplifier and null meter. The scope is 
used in resolving ambiguities as described below. 

Ambiguities 

Two conditions of phase ambiguity arise. The 
first, as can easily be seen in Fig. 2, is the 
result of nulls occurring at both $ = ?. 90'. This 
ambiguity can be resolved by rotating the phase 
shifter from the null condition in the same di- 
rection for each of the branches in turn and 
noting the phase of the detected wave on the os- 
cilloscope whose sweep is synchronized with the 
modulating power supply. The waveform near + 90' 
will be negative of that near - 90'. 

* 
Designed by M. Heinz 



The second ambiguity arises when the phase 
length of two branches differs by 180'. The sig- 
nals returned will have traversed each branch 
twice and will differ in phase by an indistinguish- 
able 360~. This condition is avoided during final 
adjustment by making a preliminary phase check and, 
if necessary, a tuning adjustment. The method pre- 
sently in use employs a slotted line as a null de- 
tector, with a length of coaxial cable to feed the 
rf signal in turn into each end of the waveguide 
branches. Another method, now under investigation, 
will utilize the basic phase measurement circuitry, 
but will feed the reference sign31 through. a UiOdu- 
later flange.accing as a coax-to-waveguide adaptor. 
B&h 01 khese prelim:: ary 180' a.-iguiry the-: 
methods have an accuracy better than 2 loo, whit?? 
is sufficient. 

Errors 

We consider three sources of error: that due 
to variations in modulators; the combined effect 
of variations in the operating conditions (tem- 
perature and frequency); and that due to instru- 
ment errors, mismatches and noise. The sum of 
these must not exceed the + 2' phasing specifica- 
tion. This has been achieved with the following 
tolerances: + 0.5' in the modulator flange, 
2 0.5' in the measurement system and tuning error, 
and + 1.0' caused by fluctuations in the operating 
conditions. Further efforts are being made to 
reduce the first two errors. Reductions of the 
last error would require temperature control clo- 
ser than the present 2 O.l'F. This does not ap- 
pear feasible. 

Instrument errors. These can arise fromleak- 
age signals and reflections. The isolators on each 
side of the magic T prevent the signals from either 
arm of the bridge from entering the other arm. 
The input directional coupler feeds a signal 
into the measurement arm. The isolator in that 
arm prevents reflections from the phase shifter 
and the feed branches from leaking back through 
the reference arm. The most serious mismatch is 
that associated with the phase shifter since it 
varies with phase shifter position. Most of the 
reflections have been kept below l$, while that 
due to the phase shifter is less than 3%. Errors 
also result from reflections, which are less than 

2s tilan 0 1 
Thus the expected error due to mismatches is 

0 I . . The error due to poor directivi- 
ty and isolation should be less than 0.2O. The 
phase shifter, as used, has an accuracy of 2 O.l", 
so the total phase error in the phase bridge cir- 
cuitry is less than 0.4'. 

Flange errors. Each flange modulator is 
measured prior to placement at the end of the 
accelerator section. Records are kept of the 
calibration history of each flange. Phase varia- 
tions exceeding l/2 degree are rare. 

Variations in operating conditions. Proba- 
blv the greatest source of error results from 
fluctuations in the operating conditions. The 
phase length is basically dependent upon the fre- 
quency, the waveguide dimensions, and the dielec- 
tric constant within the waveguides. These in 
turn are affected by temperature, external atmos- 
pheric pressure, and the internal gas pressure 

and composition. The metal temperature is depend- 
ent upon the temperature of the water circulated 
through the cooling tubes and, to a leaser extent, 
on the ambient temperature and the water flow rate. 
Some of the "phase shift versus operating condition" 
coefficients are given as follows: 

OFHC S-Band lo-Foot 
Waveguide Accel. Sec. 

Change in phase with 0.0144'/deg.F 10'ldeg.F. - 
temperature 

Chan~,e in rha.se with 0.53o/mc foot 0.35'/kc 
Ipe,*Je;qr 

Evacuation of the network during tuning elimi- 
nates the dielectric effects of air and water vapor 
and subjects the waveguide to the deformation re- 
sulting from atmospheric pressure. It is apparent 
from the above table that careful control is re- 
quired to maintain the total phase length of any 
one path constant. However, the differences in 
phase lengths are the quantities of interest and 
are to first order sensitive only to temperature 
differences from section to section and differ- 
ence: in rectangular waveguide branch lengths, 
which at most is about 15 feet. Also, in practice 
other factors minimize the possible errors, such 
as the thermal inertiaof the various copper 
masses. Indeed, the Fhase is observed to vary by a 
degree or so over periods greater than twenty 
seconds or so, but a phase comparison between the 
various branches can easily be made in less than 
ten seconds when all the brances have been adjust- 
ed to nearly the same length. The temperature of 
the accelerator and the waveguide feed system is 
maintained at 113.0' + O.l°F by a temperature 
regulated water system. 

Modulator Flange 

The unit consists of a diode+ switch mounted 
in a special male-femsle flange* (Fig. 4) that is 
sandwiched in between the output port of a lo-foot 
accelerator section and its high power load (see 
Fig. 1). The diode is spring loaded on a post 
which connects through a TNC fitting in the flange 
to a 1 kc switched bias power supply. The post 
and the two vacuum-tight, adjustable, matching 
screws are sealed with teflon O-rings. The switch- 
ing characteristics of this type of confi 

?p;z;- are discussed at length in the literature. 
ward biasing the diode causes the equivalent cir- 
cuit of the modulator to be that of a large shunt 
impedance which resuits in little reflection. 
Reverse biasing causes a resonant impedance of 
low value, whic!l Lesults in a large reflection. 
Generally, one is not concerned with the phase of 
the reflected signal; however, in this case it is 
very important, especially since 6% to 15% of the 
voltage is reflected during the transmitting state 
and 9% to 96% during the reflecting state. It is 
found that the position of the tuning screws has 

+ The diodes we have used are Philco type L4133. 
Y 

This is a modification of the waveguide vacuum 
flange designed by K. Skarpaas for use throughout 
the SLAC machine. 
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very little effect on the phase of the reflected 
wave when the diode is reverse biased. When the 
diode is forward biased, the tuning screws can be 
adjusted so that the small reflected wave is in 
phase with the reflected wave that results from 
reverse biasing. Thus, the effective positions of 
the reflection planes can be adjusted to be in the 
same place for a set of four flange modulators. 

The phase versus bias voltage charscteristics 
of the switch are non-linear; thus, in order to 
simplify the design and tuning procdure, square 
wave modulation-is used to switch the diode from - 

a refiectin, to a transni,tting state1 The squar 
wave generator alternately applies -20V and +lOuma 
to the diode. 

Results and Conclusions 

To date, this sytem has been used to adjust 
the approximately thirty waveguide networks feed- 
ing 1200 feet of accelerator. A sample network 
was checked after adjustment using an independent 
method.10 The results, limited by the relative 
inaccuracy of the checking technique, showed a 
maximum possible disagreement of 3 degrees. Pre- 

with a beam on the first 600 feet $y$;az;;?;yf . demonstrated that no errors re- 
sulted from the possible phase ambiguities des- 
cribed above. 
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FIG. I - MODULATED-REFLECTION PHASE TUNING AND MEASUREMENT SYSTEM 
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FIG.3 - PROTOTYPE TEST CONSOLE AND WAVEGUIDE IN 
KLYSTRON GALLERY 
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Fig. 4 - MODULATOR FLANGE 


